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CHAPTER.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This practicum report describes the development, implementation, and
evaluation of a group intervention s¡ith native youth olTenders at Agassiz
Youth Cenke in Portage la Prairie, Manitoba. The intent of the intervention

was to develop a culturally appropriate program which would assist a
number of native youth to develop an awareness of and pride

in their

cultural/self-identities. This process was to be facilitated via a small group
sharing process, the exposure to a wide range of cultural activities, beliefs,
and backgrounds, and via an erposure to a number ot'native role models.

The practícum commenced

in late February of 1990 and ended in mid-

July, 1990. The early stages of the practicum (March through early May)
consisted of program development. This process consisted of liaison

with the

Youth Centre managemenq getting acquainted with staff, observational shifts

of the cottage unit in which the practicum $/as to occur, and liaison and
planning with rwo Aboriginal agencies in Portage La Prairie.

In early May,

the implementatíon of the program began. The program was completed at
the end of June. The final evaluatíon process followed.

Although the practicum was initially intended to end at this stage, the

wrirer did additíonal vork in the area of liaising/consulting with community
resources. The Youth Centre decided that

it

may vish to continue a similar

forrn of programmíng. Throughout the process of the program, the writer
had come into contact

víth a number of native resource people and agencies.

A number of these people had expressed an interest in offering ongoíng

cultural programming at Agassiz. The writer acted as liaison between them
and the institution and, in the process, obtained a number of proposals for
ongoing programming.

The description and analysís of the program is preceded by a relevant

literature review

of

theories

of juvenile iustice, culturally

services to Aboriginal people, group process
evaluation.

with

appropriate

adolescents, and progran
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CHAPTER

II.

LITER,ATURE REVIEV

(A) Youth. Deviancy.

and Juvenile Justice Legislation

Three dominant models of iuvenite justice have been widely practíced

in Canada. They are the crime control model, the velfare model, and the
justice model. (Reitsma-Street and Reid, 1984 and Havemann, 1985). The
treatment of iuvenile offenders began

vith the philosophy of the crime

control model and expanded to the eûactment of a welfare model of justice
legislatíon

in

1908, The Juvenile Delinquents

domínated the greater part of the tventieth

Act. This model of iustice

century. By the mid-sixties,

major changes in ideological/polítical thought demanded maior legislative
and policy changes. The Young Offenders Act

of 1982 r/as the result, 0n

paper, this fegislation represents a combination of atl three models but, in

reality, the crime control componeût dominates. (Reitsma-Street and Reid,
1984 and Haventann, 1985).

This reality is reflected in a provincial trend of increased rates and
lengths of incarceration of youth offenders in Manitoba. (Manitoba Attorney
General, 1988). The ríghts of youth have been given greater voice under the

law but, in practice, these rights appear to be a myth. In 1987, the total
admissions to open and secure custody increased by 65I" over 1985's figures:

590 youth vere committed to custody
(Manitoba Attorney General,

in

1987 versus 357

in

1985.

t9s8). More youth are sentenced to custodial

dispositions nor/ than ever before in Manitoba's history. (Manitoba Attorney

l9S9). Native youth offenders have been the most effected by
these changes in legístative policy and iudicial practices. In some
institutions, native youth represent sixty percent of the total population.

General,

!

iManitoba Attorney General, 19S9). At Agassiz Youth Cenüe, the practicum
site, native youth represent approximately sixty percent

of the

custodial

population at the present time.

By and large, youth correctíonal programming
Manitoba

is hiehly

in the province of

assímilationist and geographically centralized. By

the writer is referring to the fact that institutional
programming in this provínce is clearly void of ongoing, culturally
assimilationist,

appropriate content. By geographically centralized, the writer is referring to
the location of the province's custodial facilities. All custodial facilitíes, with

the exception of one open custody group home vhich is situated in
Thompson, are located in the southern regions of the province and

within

a

geographic space of approrimately 60 miles.

(B) Culturally Appropriate Service Delivery

i)

Culture and Assimilation

First, white men come and take all the beaver, then come back
and take all the trees. This time they're even back for the rocks.
(Hanks, 1950).

As stated above, custodial programming for native youth is severely
lacking in culturally appropriate content despite the fact that native youth

constitute the largest percentage of institutional populations.

In

recent

years, natíve people in Canada have endeavored to address this issue on

a

level. Native people wish to be perceived as a distinct group with

a

macro

distinct culture in Canadian society. In addition, they have identified selfgovernment as their long-term goal. Culturally appropriate services through

self-government are the initial steps on the road to self-determination. In

6

their efforts to self-determine, native people are encountering numerous
stumbling blocks in a socìety which is based on values of cultural
assimilation and individualism.

In North American culture, thís process of assimilation was known as
"colonialism". Colonialísm is defined as, ".,.the process of creating
dependency among a nation or group, the objective of which included the
exrracrion of benefits by the dominant nation or group." (McKenzie, 1983.

6).

Colonialism is both external and

internal. (Kellough, 1978).

p.

External

colonialism is the sructural level of colonialism vhereas internal colonialism
represents the cultural level. (Kellough, 1978). Structural colonialism is the

control

of power and decision-making by the dominant gioup for

the

purposes of extracting benefits from the subordinate group. Gail Kellough
analyzes the economic realities of structural colonialism. The domination of
Canada's Aboriginal people began

with the signing of treaties in the

late

lB00s. The firsr Indian Act of 1876 was the political framevork by which
rhe Canadian government took control of native lands and resources. This

legislation also prevented Aboriginal people from accessing investment
capiral for the purposes of developing their os/n natural resources. In
addition, the government and private corporations developed the natural
resources in northern native lands via mining operations, the construction of

dams and hydro projects, and many other such enterprises. Many
economically self-sufficient northern communities were virtually destroyed

by these developments. Kellough defines this extreme form of economic
dominance as "economic imperialism". She states that, "Economic
imperialism can be charged when the format or informal control over local
economic resources operates

in a manner advantageous to the Mefopolitan

power, and at the expense of the local economy." (Kellough, 1978, p.351).

7

Economic imperialism represents one

form of colonialism. There is

a

danger, however, in identifying colonialism as just structural. Author Peter

Puxley articulates this point by explaining that, "Colonialism must be seen as

an erperience, and not simply a structural relationship. As such, it
conditions both the colonizer and the colonized." (Puxley, 1977, p. 104). The
colonizer is unable to develop insight beyond his

and the colonized defines his or her reality
perception of him or

her.

or her own conditioning

in terms of the colonizer's

Thís process represents the internal form of

colonialism.

Cultural colonialism is the destruction and devaluation

cultural practices by the dominant group. After

of traditional

a lengthy period of

colonialism, the colonized are assimilated into mainstream society and lose

the sense of their own cultural identity. When the identities of the colonized
are shattered, they lose a great deal of self-vorth and soon begin to acc€pt a

negative, stereotypical view of their own culture. The colonized become
dependent and their energies are directed

in a skuggle for survival. They

become passive and lack the energy or expertise to fight a foreign system of
economic control. The colonized are poverless and angry but the anger is

dírected inwardly. The dominant power organizes this power into a large

framework vhich takes the form

of

major social institutions. Service

delívery practices reflect the values of these social institutions and fail to
recognize the culture and human rights of the colonized. This institutional

pattern of cultural devaluation could be termed, "institutionalieed racism".
Youth justice legislation, poliry, and facilities possess lengthy histories

of institutionalized racism. The over-representation of native youth in the

system speaks strongly

to this reality. If there exists any

hope in

ameliorating this situation, institutional practices and structures must change

in that they must become more culturally appropriate. In other words, a
process of institutional "decolonization" must begin. The elevation of cultural

consciousness
1978

i.

is the first stage of the decolonization process.

(Kellough,

Successful decolonization requires the development of the strengths

of the natíve culture. (Hudson and McKenzie, 19S3). This process is a lall
order and a feat that may take many generations to accomplish, if it can be
accomplished at

all.

However,

in the

case

of native people, the effort

has

begun. Native people have embarked upon the task of attempting to gain
some measure of control over child welfare and justice systems. They are

endeavoring to acquire the political and economic por/er that is required in

order to offer culturally appropriate services to their people.

(ií) "Culturally Appropriate" Models of Intervention
The process of decolonization in native chitd welfare and youth iustice
services can be outlined within a framework of progressive steps that are

represented as models of íntervention. (Hudson and Taylor-Henley, 1987).

Ihe

models

are described as integrated,

delegated-authority, and

autonomous.

Integrated Model

-

Within this framevork, services are made

more

culturally appropriate by way of an iniection of indigenous workers into
existing agencies. In some ínstances, existing agencies are given block
funding from the province in order to provide an extension servíce to natíve

clientele i.e. native homemaker service for a provincial Child and Family
Services agency. Executive management functions and legislated authority

lie within the províncially-delegated agenry. Specífic examples of iritegrated
service delivery for native youth offenders would include the following:

affirmative action programs for the hiring

of

indigenous workers into

existing agencies, provincial native court worker programs, and some youth

I
iustíce commíttees on reservations. These examples include patterns of
service delivery which are the initial steps tov¿ards lessening the
assimilationist nature of present institutional practices. Indigenous workers

(dependent upon their indivídual degree

of assimilation) may possess a

richer understanding of the needs and values of native people. Hence, the
hetping intervention could be less destructive. The vorkability

of

this

model, to a great extent, is dependent upon the level of autonomy granted to

the individual workers and the native agencies. In summary, this model is

an attempt to inject native input into a white-dominated system but the
control and authority over native people and communities remains with the
dominant system. (Bracken, 1990).

Deleeated-Authority Model

- Native agencies receive delegated provincial

authority and federal and provincial funding to deliver services. Executive
management functions lie within the native agency

but legislated

statute,

poliry, and regulations remain within provincial and federal jurisdiction.
This model has existed for most of this decade in Canada. Many native
people

viev this approach as the initial step towards

(Hudson and Taylor-Henley,

self-government.

lgST). Eramples of this model are as follovs:

Aboriginal policing and probation servíces on reservations. Delegated-

authority services are usually formed under Tripartite Agreements

i.e.

Federal/Provincial/lndian. In Manitoba, the establishment of the DakotaOjibway Probation Service (youth offender mandate), 1985, exemplifies

a

Tripartite arrangemenl (Bracken, 1990). The intentions of the DakotaOiibway Tribal Council were stated as follows:

10

!Ve, the Tribat Council, are clearly saying that we wish to accept
responsibility of our areas as a step further promoting local
government and the eventual self-determination and independence of our people. (D.0.T.C., l9S4).

In 1983, negotiations with the provincial and federal

governments for

control of Dakota Ojibway youth offender mandate and services commenced.

The province's position was unclear but what was certain vas that the
Province did not wish to assume financial responsibility for native-controlled

proba[ion services. The Province elected

to delegate itt

mandate for

probation services and crime prevention services to the Tribal Council. The
province proposed that it would allocate its existing level of funding to the

Tribal Council as well as some additional funding for the developmental
stages of the project. The federal government hetd a different position. The
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, vhich had earlier indicated that

it vould consider funding for juvenile probation

services as part

of a

reserve-controlled comprehensive child welfare system, changed course and

passed the responsibility to the Department of the Solicitor General. This

department chose to interpret

the Tribal

Council's quest

for

self-

determination in a different light. The Solicitor General, "was treating the

Tribal Council like aîy other organization who had approached the
department for funding innovative, community-based programming during
the implementation phase of the Young Offenders Act." (Bracken, 1990). In

the summer of 1985, the program was established with the transfer of
young offender mandate from the Province to the Tribal Council and a cost-

shared funding arrangement between

the Province and the

Federal

government. Funding was initially approved for three years and extended

for a fourth. A new temporary funding arrangement has been secured but,

ll
as

with many tripartite agreements, the program remains in pilot project

status with no sign of permanency in sight.
The detailed exploration of the evolution of thís project exceeds the scope

of rhis paper but the point to stress is that many Tripartite

agreements

experience similar difficulties. Successful agreements are dependent upon

the goodwill of Federal and Provincial governments and upon the ability of

all three parties to

engage

in sound communication. The Tribal Councils

function at the mercy of the other governments. 0ftentimes, the Tribal
Councils

find these agreements confusing and delicate in nature. By

and

large, native people prefer Bipartite agreements i.e. Federal/Àboriginal.
Despite the inherent difficulties in these structures, they are a second major

step towards autonomy. Although the delegated-authority model
movement forward, the steps to follow have been slow

in their

is

a

occurrence.

Governments may view this model as an end in itself, as a concession

for the

purposes of quietening native discontent. Michael Asch, in his book which is

entitled, Home and Native Land. examines the issues of aboriginal rights and
self-government and concludes, "...government poliry on aboriginal rights
has evolved, even on the question

of political rights, from a position of

resistance to one of reluctance." (Àsch, 1984, p.72).

Autonomy Model What you calt the system of iustice--namely, the system that is
there for the dominant society--is a separate system of justice
for us. It is not our own. It is a system that has been applied to
us, and it is a system that is hurting us right nos/. (Ovide Mermedi,
Regíonal Vice President, Assembly of Fírst Nations in Testímony
before the House of Commons, Committee on Justice, cited in
Bracken, 1990).

t2
Autonomy is equated

to the inherent rights of Aboriginal people with

Aboriginal setf-government as the result of the exercising of inherent riShts.
The formatíon of an Aboriginal Justice System would follow as a logical
consequence in a system of Aboriginal self-government. \trithin this

framework, Federal and Provincial governments would relinquish their
jurisdictions almost entirely. Aboriginal governments would create and
execute the laws, policies, and standards of a justice system. (Manuel, 2 Nov.

l9S9). A vorking autonomous model has riot yet been implemented in
Canada but many models for comparison operate in the United States,
Australia, and New Zeala¡d. In the United States, the iurisdictions of Indian

justice systems differ from state to state and from tribal council to tríbal
council. (Zion,2 Nov.

l9S9). The examination of this model in a practical

application exceeds the scope of this

report. However, the evidence would

appear ro suggesr that aboriginal justice systems
autonomous approach

vork well and that

is the best construction of culturally

the

appropriate

service delivery. (Zion,2 Nov. l9S9). At present, Aboríginal governments in
Canada are working to create a system

such a system is a

of Aboriginal Justice. The ffeation of

tall order which could take several decades to achieve, if

in fact, the goal is achieved at atl, There are other more significant factors to

if a iustice system ís to ever successfully ameliorate the causes of
juvenile delínquenry. The more major problems of poverty and
unemployment among Canada's native people can only be resolved via

consider

economic and political self-sufficienry. Peter Hudson and Brad McKenzie in

rheir paper which is entitled, "Child Welfare and the Colonization of Native
People", state the follosiing:

l3

Àny fundamental change in the colonial nature of native-white
relations will depend upon the concomitant efforts to resolve
native land claims and achieve economic self-sufficiency. Without these efforts, native control over child welfare services will
remain only a limited achievement. (Hudson and McKenzie, 1983,

p.20)
(C) Integratíve ApBroach in ABolication to the Grouo
...0ur training and culture ímpose some conceptual baggage that
stands in our way. ...1f the only tool you have is a hammer, then
you tend to treat every problem as if ít were a nail. (Garkins and
tGarkins and Whittaker, 1983, p. a7).
Given the long range projection of plans for native self-government and

the inherent dífficulties involved in that process, it is quite likely that
correcrional institutions
The

vill

be

with us for a considerable length of time.

first tvo models which were described above, particularly the first, have

some definite relevance to the reconstruction of services

vhich are presently

offered in correctional settings. The application of the Integrated Model

would be an appropriate starting point for changes to assimilationist

In order to ameliorate the problem of
service delivery, program content should be able to

institutional service delivery.
assimilationist

successfully address two important factors. They are as follows:

1. Address the youths' internalized, negative stereotypes of native culture
via developing their self-avareness and via stressing the positive
elements of their culture.

2,

Address the stereotypes and disparity of interests and cultural practices
existing within the native culture itself.
Emma LaRocque identifies three major forms of stereotyping. They are

as follows:

t4

1. Indians

as Static.

?. Indians

as Social Problems.

3. Indians

as Cultural Weirdos.

In the first form, LaRocque is referring to society's stereotype of the
Hollywood Indian. The conception of Indian culture in a stereotypical
fashion remains static over

in a monolithic sense

time. In the second form, Indians are perceived

as the poor,

the unemployed, and the perpetrators of

alcohol abuse. LaRocque emphasizes the fact that the native culture contains

many healthy practices, individuals, and communities. In the third form,
LaRocque is referring to the stereotyping of the native culture as static

in its

traditional form and as monolithic. She states that the converse is true.
Native communities consist of many interest groups and a wide range of

cultural practíces. As

vith any other cultural group, native communities

exist in rural and urban areas. As a result of stereotyping, native people

have been dehumanized. LaRocque articulates this idea in the following
statement:

I envision a time vhen Canadian historians will reflect upon
our humanity: our failures as well as our achievements, our
despairs as vell as our dreams, our deaths as well as our
endurance - at face value, not within the dichotomy of civilization versus savagery. ...1 envision a time when Canadian writers
will reflect both the unique and the universal in us, both the
btessings and the burdens of that undefinable phenomenon in
life known as the human condition. (LaRocque, 1984, p. 9).
Stereotyping is dehumanizing. The experience of dehumanization leads to
damaged self-concept. Native youth offenders often present

a

with negative

setf-identities. Native youth have internalized the negative perceptions of

their culture and low self-esteem is the inevitabte result. Self-esteem is

15

defined as, "...an evaluation of your own vorth based on how you compare
yourself with others." (Elkins, 1976, p. 136). Youth offenders demonskate

their lov self-esteem in a variety of ways. They may deny their culture,

rebel against the majority culture,

or

develop stereotypical, negative

artitudes towards the majority culture. (Elkins. 1976). The concept of selfesteem is learned and is completely open

to reconstruction.

Self-esteem,

is not static. In order to increase self-esteem, an
examination of the internalization of the stereotyping must occur. This
much tike culture,

process can best be accommodated via the delivery of culturally appropriate
services.

As stated earlier in the paper, culturally appropriate service delivery
must address the strengths, uníqueness, and diversity of the native culture.
Culture cannot be abstractly defined by any individuat

in society.

The

experience of cultural devaluation is individual and collective. Each person's
experience is unique and can only be incorporated into a structural format

by way of

collective sharing and consensual decision-making. The

development of cultural consciousness begins with the sharing of individual
experience

in a collective framevork. An integrative approach to

service

must start at this stage. There exist no set standards for the development of

culturally appropriate policies and services. Although there are no
standards, intervention strategies can incorporate basic elements

set

of native

culture. There are common qualities of the native culture that cross many
geographical boundaries. The

vriter

notes that these qualities are not

representative of all native individuals or groups. The qualities are listed
belov:

1. Subjectivity.

2. Present-time

focused.

t6
for other individuals and community.
4. Individual self-determination.

3.

Respect

5. Àcceptance versus forced change.
6. Co-operation and collectivity.
7. Humility.
8. Person, relationship-process orientation.
(Kelley, McPherson, and Nelson, 19S5), (DuBray, 198-5).

Native helping interventions reflect the above values and, in practice, adopt

a radically different process than professional social work intervention.
{Kelley, McPherson, and Nelson, 1985). Professionai social vork practice is
change-focused. The native helping process is support-focused and present-

time oriented. The goal of the helping intervention is to support the
individual or the famity in a systemic sense. In other words, the helper
provides or accesses the resources that are required by the client in order to

restore or maintain basic emotionat health. Change

is not the expected

outcome. In addition, the responsibilíty for change rests with the client. Ïhe

helper

is not held

accountable

for the occurrence of change. Self-

determination is hiehly regarded. The native helping intervention is process

but not problem-focused. Problem-focusing is seen as disrespectful to the

worth of the individual. The services are process and person-oriented
versus the problem and task orientation of professional social work practice.
Effective culturally appropriate group intervention must address the above
values and process.
James W. Green offers an integrative model

of help-seeking behaviour

which best illustrates constructive, cross-cultural intervention methods. This
model consists of four components. They are as follows:

1. Culturally-based client definition of the experience.

2. Client evaluation of the problem.

3. Indigenous strategies of intervention.
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4. Culturally-based standards for evaluating problem-resolution.
r

es2).

These principles

(D)

(Green,

will be applied to the group çtructure,

process, and content.

THE GROUP

"Know thyself". Know vhat prevents you from being self-reliant.
Knov how you were deprived of the ability to make your own
judgments: Know how the vorld view of your society vas built into
your perceptions: know how those who trained you to see and think
literally placed themselves into your mind: know hov they became
the self upon your self, the "superego" upon your "ego", the voice of
conscience vhispering behind your voice. (Becker, 1967, p.259),

{i)

Theoretical Orientation- the theoretical framework

for the

practicum

intervention is eclectic in that it is not based on any one model. For the most

part, the process is derived from a youth-centered model, indigenous
intervention strategies, social learning theory, and adolescent group theory.

Unfortunately, no formal theoretical models of group intervention for
application to this native client group were located

in the literature

search.

The theoretical base has been developed from Goldstein's work on social
learning theory (Goldstein, 1981 and 1988), from various readings on cross-

cultural practice (Brislin and Segall, t975, Díllard, 1983, Pedersen, 1981, and
Green, 1982), from various contributions from adolescent and general group

theory authors (Button, 1976, Clarke, 1984, Dimock, 1985, Edelson and

Ross,

1987, and Kanduras and Siepher, 1985), and from a review of literature on

native culture and interventions (Woods, n.d.c., Black, 1973, DuBray, 1985,
Gardner, !973, Kaulback, 1984, and Kelley, McPherson, and Nelson, 1985).
The group experience

will be developed and assessed from a cognitive-

humanistic/social learning perspective which is adapted to an indigenous
intervention style. Mainstream group models encompass a "top-down" type

t8

of analysis. (Bruner, 1936). The top-down approach is objective and
"ertraspective". In other words, the group leaders, on the basis of set,
theoretical knowledge about group dynamics and process, assess and
evaluate the experiences

of group members. The cognitive-humanistic

approach represents the converse; the approach is "bottom-up". Bottom-up
analysis is subjective and introspective. In other vords, our perception and

of the experience of group members is developed from the
shared, personal experiences of the members. This philosophy concerns
itself with a person's subjective experience of the world. The intention is
ar¡areness

that, "...people do not merely react to their perceived world of experience but

rather choose

to ac| in terms of the way they create their story or

explanation about that world and, within that account, define their own goals
and possibilities."(Goldstein, 1988, p.

l5-16). The social learning component

refers to the intersubjective sharing of knowledge, values, and beliefs until
that sharing becomes a cornmon possession for all. (Goldstein, 1988). In this
approach, emotion, cognition, and behaviour are

not separable.

Social

learning groups possess three stages. These stages are representative of the
learning process. The stages are listed below:
Consciousness-raising - sharing of
awareness with regard to beliefs,
values, cultural similarities and
differences

1. 0rientation

2. Developing bond and

purpose

New knovledge is gained; sharing of
thoughts causes reflection which
enables members to develop insiShts
in[o reexamination and
reconceptions of self.
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Integration of shared thoughts and
values; revised perception of self and
world.

3. Termination
(Goldsrein, 1988).

(E) EVALUATION
There is a limíted research base for evaluation as

it

applies

to

this

particular group process. Few culturally appropriate models of evaluation
exist in the literature. Available psychological testing is quantitative and
based on the values and educational levels

of the majority.

However,

qualitative research which originates in social work theory vould apply most

effectively to this group. Existing quantitative instruments for evafuation

by the writer were determined to be
culturally and educationally inappropriate to this particular client group.
The writer arrived at this conclusion for a variety of reasons. First, the
that vere located and

assessed

language in the tests was English. Atthough all of the youth had a fairly good
command of English, many of these youth spoke a native language as their

fírst language. If the language were to be translated, some meaning would
be lost in the translation. More importantty, the values which were evident

in the tests were

mainstream and not reflective

of the native culture.

Finally, the basic English literary level of the tests exceeded that of the

youth.

Therefore, qualitative data collection and analysis

is the most

relevant and effective approach for this group intervention.

Michael Patton outlines several circumstances . when qualitative
evaluation is warranted. Those situations are as follovs:

L

When evaluation of individualized outcomes are required.

2. When unobtrusive observations are required.

3.

When personalized evaluation methods are required.
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4. When a lack of acceptable, valid, and reliable quantitative

measures exist

for the measurement of variables.

5. When stakeholders are interested in a collection of detailed, descriptive
information about the program.
(Patton, 1987).

Although Patton cites many other circumstances that may warrant

a

qualitative approach, the above fíve criteria apply specificalty to this group
intervention.
First, the personal characteristics of and the homogeneity of the sample of

youth, for reasons of culture, literary levels, and life experiences would

require a highly personalized, individualized, and unobtrusive method of
evaluation. Quantitative evaluation alone will not reveal the depth of or
capture the personal meaning of this intervention for the youth. Michael
Patton articulates this view in the folloving statement:

In attempting to present a holistic picture of what the program is
like and in struggling to understand the phenomenological nature
of a particular set of activities and people in a specific context,
simple statements of linear relationships may be more distorting
than illuminating. (Patton, 1983).
There are three basic approaches to collecting qualitative data through
open-ended interviews. They are as follows:

;
'
'
.

1. The informal conversational interview.

2.

The general interview guide approach.

3. The standardized open-ended interview.
(Patton, 1983).

2t
With reference to this group intervention, the general interview guide is the
most appropriate approach. This approach allovs
consistenry, flexibility, and

for the greatest level of

creativity. A general guide would afford the

youth an opportunity to make specific their cultural values, beliefs, and
practíces. Therefore, the evaluator

vill

create a more culturally appropriate

evaluation process by alloving the youth to define their own culture.

Although there are several forms of qualitative data analysis, the case

study method is the most relevantfor this intervention. (Patton, 1987 and
Toseland, 1981). The steps involved in this process are threefold:

l.

Assembling the

rav

dala.

2. Constructing the case record.

3. Writing a case study narratíve.
(Patton, 1987).
The details as to the application of this process with the youth and the

description

of the variables for analysis aîe outlined in the

Evaluation section of this report.

Program
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CHÀPTER

III.

DESCR,IPTION OF PRACTICUM SETTING

The purpose of this description is not to provide an organizalional
analysis of Agassiz Youth Centre but rather to describe the elements of the
setting that are directly relevant and inftuential to the implementation of the
practicum program. As stated earlier in the report, the practicum took place

at the Agassiz Youth Centre in Portage La Prairie, Manitoba. Agassiz Youth
Centre is a facility which is mandated by the Province under the iurÍsdiction

of the Federal Young 0ffenders Act to provide secure and open custody to
young offenders, At the present time, Agassiz Youth Centre provides secure
and open custody, within one complex, to male young offenders, aged 12 -

l8 years. The youth originate from all regions of Manitoba. Many of the
youth originate from northern Manitoba due to the fact that there are no
custodiat facilities

in the North wíth the exception of one group home which

is situated in Thonpson, Manitoba.
The greatest extent of Agassiz Youth Centre programming is comprised of

and supervision, The institution offers a school program and
regular athtetic activities. In addition to these basic services, the school

education

provides a number of educational programs on an ongoing basis:

1. Anger-management.

2. Victim
3.

and offender avareness.

Basic life skills.

Apart from these educational services, the resident cottage programs offer
regular group counselling to the youth. These groups adopt the "positive
peer culture" model. The philosophy behind this model is that, during the

developmental stage

of

adolescence,

youth influence one another in

significant ways. Therefore, they can be given the opportunity to learn from

the experiences of one another. In this institution, this philosophy

is
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employed as a behaviour control mechanism i.e. youth hold one another
accountable for general misconduct.

Upon admission to the Centre, the youth are assigned to one of four

cottages. These cottages are individual units which physically resemble
large dormitories. Each dormitory houses approximately 20 - 30 youth. The
practicum took place in B Cottage. At the time of the practicum, there were

approximately 28 youth in this cottage. The cottage is divíded into two
groups of youth

- the Northern Natives Group or Group A and the other

group (mixed racial origin) vhích is named Group

l. All youth in the

Northern Natives group, as indícated in the title, originate from Northern
Manitoba communities and are of Aboriginal ancestry. Approximately 60r

of the youth in Group I were of Aboriginal ancestry. The practicum program
was operated out of this cottage and the sample of youth was selected from

this group of 28 youth.
Agassiz Youth Centre is a large organization which employs eighty

one hundred staff members and houses eighty

- to

- to - one hundred youth.

The structure of this organization is bureaucratic. Not unlike many other
institutions, the system is a closed one vhich, in many respects, is removed

from the functioning of other systems or society in general. There are three
main sub-systems within the large system. They are the administration

unit, the school system, and the residential dormitories. These entities,
although a part of the entire functioning of the facility, seem to operate quite
independent of one another. Hence, B Cottage which is the location of the
practicum, functioned as a rather isolated entity

B

Cottage functions as

a

vithin the larger stiucture.

small, linear bureaucrary

with Juvenile

Correctional Counsellors operating at the bottom end. These counsellors are
responsible

for the day-to-day functioning of the cottage. They provide
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ongoing supervision of the

youth. The next position in the hierarchy is the

Group Leader position. These individuals are responsible for the facilitation

of the positive peer culture meetings, some supervision of staff, and
supervision of youth. Each group of youth is assigned one group leader. At
the top of the hierarchy is the Unit Supervisor. This individual oversees the

entire operations of the cottage and provides

full supervision of all staff.

This member reports to the administration

unit.

The Unit Supervisor

in

conducts weekly staff meetings and oversees general programming

the

cottage.

The main counselling/educational programming that ís administered in
the cottage occurs in the form of daily positive peer culture group meetings.

At the time of the practicum, no other programs urere operating within the
cottage. In the past, a number of different programs have been run

i.e.

in

the

alcoholics anonymous, religion, alcohol and drug abuse, and alcohol

family.

The

writer notes that this list is not exhaustive. The majority of the

programs that are run in the cottage are not developed
cottage

or administered by

staff. By and large, these programs are brought in from

sources

outside of the institution i.e. community resource people and agencies. Most

often, cottage staff do not provide input into the development or
implementation of these programs. Consequently, their investment
process is minimat. As a result,

these various types

of

in

the

their level of commitment to and interest in

services

will vary from time-to-time and from

program-to-program.

At the current time, the type of programming offered in the cottage

is

assimílationist. There is no ongoing programming which addresses native

culture. In addition, the programming is centered around the correcting of
behavioural and individual difficulties.
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As stated earlier in the report, the positive peer culture process focuses
on the correcting of general misconduct and on the resolution of individual

difficulties i.e. anger, attitudes towards authority, relationships with peers,
alcohol and substance abuse,

family relationships, and self-image

issues.

Additional programming in the cottage complemented this basic philosophy.
For instance, a drug and alcohol abuse program was run out of the cottage. A

Christian religion program was implemented but cancelled due to lack of
interest on the part of the youth. Àdditional privileges, early releases, etc.
were based on improvement in behaviour and participation in the positive
peer culture program. Most counselling is done

in a group process vith

a

deemphasis on indívidual helping. Therefore, the introduction of this group

intervention adapted more readíly to the existing form of helping in the
cottage.

The general attitude in the cottage is one of caring that is delivered from

a "best interests of the child" philosophy. The overall functioning of the
institution, however, appears not to originate from a Juvenile Delinquency
focus but rather, from an Adult Corrections Model. The connection

of all

privileges to behaviour is direct evidence of this model. The system is ruleladen and demands a high degree of conformity from its residents and from

its staff. Personal freedom is greatly restricted. Permission must be sought
for every action that a youth is to undergo from seeking permission to utilize
washroom facitities to seeking leave to walk

school. The ratio of staff - to

to and from the institutional

- youth is lov

(one staff person for every

twelve residents). Altfrough this staffing level is higher than an Adult
Correctional model, the characteristics

of the model are evident.

This

staffing ratio discourages individual interaction and communication with the
residents and places the staff

in a predominantly supervisory role.

This
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Correctional model structure has a direct influence on the staff, and in turn,
on the nature of the programming that is offered in the institution.
The writer's perception is that the Correctional bureauuacy structure has
a powerful effect on

its staff. The staff members who are charged with the

responsibility of interacting

vith

and delivering programs to the youth are

in a powerless positíon. Their actions are subject to stringent control

and

rarely is their input welcomed into program development and facility
functioning. ïhe decisions are made and delivered from the top down. In
the event lhaÍ a staff member is unhappy with a particular decision, they

are left to cope

vith this frustration

and sense of powerlessness on an

individual basis. ïhe staff are then left vith two choices; they'may choose to
conform to the present structure or they may choose to leave the institution.

In either case, change to the present structure and decision-making process
is unlikely to occur.

The Darwinistic, paternalistic values that are prevalent

in

mainstream

society are widely practiced in the institution. As stated above, the

ínstitutional programming

is

based upon assimilationist, individualistic

values and is delivered by a linear bureaucraqv. A native culture program is

based upon the values

of cultural

distinctiveness, self-determination,

collectivity, and consensual decision-making.

tn addition, the institution

practíces mainstream spíritual beliefs (Christianity). Although native

spirituality accepts a variety of beliefs, its views differ. These values and
beliefs are in direct conflict with those of a typical Correctional bureaumacy

which demands a high degree of conformity to mainsream societal norms.
The writer's evaluation of the effect that this Correctional bureaucrary had

on this particular cultural program will be presented
section of this report.

in the concluding
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CEAPTER.

IV.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM

Although the idea for the creation of this program began with the writer
and her Faculty Advisor, the input ínto the development and implementation

of the

program originated

from a number of sources.

The

individuals/agencies who assisted in the development of the program s/ere
as follows:

l.

Portage National Native Alcohot and Drug Abuse Project Co-ordinator,
Gladys Cook. Gladys Cook was also co-facilitator of the group.

2. Portage Friendship Centre staff personnel.

3. Agassiz Youth Centre staff personnel (teaching staff ).
4. Agassiz Youth Centre residents who were participants in this group
process.

The process began with consultation with the administration of Agassiz
Youth Centre

vith regard to general

program content. Agassiz Youth Centre

staff were not as concerned with development of the content as they were

with final review and approval of the program content. The intent of the
intervention was to develop a culturally appropriate program which would
assist a number of native youth to develop an awareness

of and pride in

their cultural/self-identities. This process was to be facilitated via a small
group sharing process, via the exposure to a vide range of cultural activíties,

beliefs, and backgrounds, and via an eïposure to a number of native role
models. Initially, the objectives of the program were as follows:

1. To improve the youths' self-esteem.

2.

To assist the youth to increase their level of awareness about their own

culture - its positives vith regard to traditional and contemporary
practices, beliefs, and values.
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3. To assist the youth to increase their level of awareness about any
personally held negative cultural stereotypes.

4.

To facilítate the learning of communication skills.

5.

To assist the youth to develop knowledge about the availability of

supports (formal and informal) in their respective home communities.
The next step in the process of developing the program was the design of

the group process and content. The two Aboriginal agencies in Portage La

Prairie which are indicated above u/ere enthusiastic about assisting in the
program's implementation. A number

of

meetings occurred during which

the general process and "picture" of the program was constructed. The
program was constructed as a circular versus a linear process in that the
acquisition of cultural/self-awareness is a "holistic" form that is ongoing and

never-ending. The process r/as to begin with the building of trust and
expression of feelings amongst the group members. The next step was the

introduction

of

cultural/self-awareness activities and discussion. This

learning was to be followed by a discussion of cultural stereotyping and

vith racism and cultural shock. Ihe next logical step in the process
was to encourage the youth to assist one another in this process by
coping

introducing indigenous strategies of helping. Finally, the helping sessions

were to be concluded via developing their awareness of supports (formal

and informal

-

traditional helpers)

in the youths' respective home

communities. A feast and graduation ceremony were to conclude the
program. See Appendix *1 for a pictorial representation of the process.
Prior to the detailed construction of the group content, it vas essäntial to
meet the youth

vho vere to participate in the program and to receive their

input as to the content of the group. The program was introduced to the
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youth as a voluntary progran. Initially, the criteria for admission to the
program were as follows:

1. Aboriginal ancestry.

2-

Age range

- 15 - to - l8 years.

3. Level of motivation to participate in the program and in a small group
process.

4.

Degree of potential for insight.

5. Common interests, needs, and goals.

6. Level of communication skilts.
Fourteen youth were to be selected for the program. These youth were to be
chosen from one cottage. The program received an enthusiastic response

from the youth. Initially, eighteen youth volunteered to participate. Due to
the fact that there q/as not a large number or sample of youth to select from,
the selection uiteria was not applied sfingently. The program selection was
opened to most youth who had expressed an interest. Because many youth

indicated an interest, the membership was not closed after the
as s/as the

first

meeting

original plan. Due to the fact that, in a custodial institution, [here

is a constant turnover in the custodial population, a closed membership
forum was not feasible. Several of the youth who had participated in the
program since its implementation left the institution prior to completion and

a number of youth who vere admitted to the program following its
implementation s/ere allowed to participate midstream.

Prior to its implementation, fourteen youth were interviewed (see
Evaluation section

for details). The purpose of these

pre-screening

interviews was fourfold:

l.

To get acquainted wíth the youth and to establish a rapport prior to the

implementation of the program.
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2.

To begin the process of program evaluation which vas conducted pre,

during, and post intervention.

3.

To assess the cultural backgrounds of the youth prior to completion of

program development. This assessment was necessary in order to ensure

that the program content was appropriate to the needs, interests, and
cultural backgrounds of the youth.

4.

To determine the content that the youths'themselves would want to

learn; to allov them choices as to the process, structure, and content of

this program.

5.

To assess the learning styles of the youth in order that the program

would be structured and delivered in a manner that vas sensitive to the
needs of the youth.

A fair degree of knowledge was learned from this initial assessment. The
age range of the youth

vas 14 - 18 years. The greatest percentage were

older adolescents with 11 of the 14 aged 17-18 years. The majority of the
youth (10 of the l4) originated from communíties in northern Manitoba. All

of these youth were of Cree tribal background. These youth all understood
some

of the Cree language and one-half of them were fluent in Cree and

English. All of the youth in the program, with the exception of two, had
minimat knowledge of their culture with respect to its traditional practices

and spirituality. Nevertheless, they had definite ideas about what they
wanted to learn. The majority (all but one) s/ere assessed as visual learners

and their learning was deemed to be most effective by way of activities

versus intense verbal disclosure and self-introspection. This learning
assessment was completed

by way of questioning the youth about their

learning processes and by consulting with the teaching staff.
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The following step

in the program development process was to

consult

with the cottage staff and to invite their input into program content.

Some

of the staff members were wary of the program and were reluctant to
provide input. Their reaction to the development of a program which
addresses native culture could best be described as "hostile". This reaction

had a direct effect on the program's implementation. The effects are to be
discussed in the latter portion of the report.

As a result of input from the above-indicated sources, the

group's co-facilitator began the process
group content. (See Appendix

of designing the

writer and the

specifics

of the

*2 for outline of content). Not surprisingly,

the content was altered following the implementation of the program. The
changes occurred

for a variety of reasons at several stages throughout

lifespan of the group.

the
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CEAPTER

V.

PR.OGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

As stated in the preceding section of this.report, a number of changes
occurred during the implementation of the program. The changes occurred

in the areas of group membership, group content, and group process. lfith
regard to membership, the group changed from a closed forum i.e. no new

members admitted after implementation,

to an open forum. This

was

in the program amongst the cottage
residents and due to the transitory nature of the status of the cottage

facilitated due to the high interest

residents i.e. some of the youth s/ere released from custody prior to the
cessatíon of the program. Tvo of the youth voluntarily withdrew from the

program in the early stages due to a lack of interest in content.

The process which had been originally clesigned

to

accommodate

a

moderate degree of self-disclosure and small group sharing was altered to
accommodate

the personalities of the youth. The process took on

an

actívities and discussion focus. The open membership effected this change
as did the response from the

youth. Although the maiority of the youth

were villing to engage in some degree of self-disclosure, they reacted most

positively to learning and personal growth via an activities focus versus

a

more passíve, verbal format. Consequently, some of the verbal games which

had been originally designed to facilítate the learning process were deleted

from the content.

In addition, the process was continually altered to

accommodate the personal preferences of many of the guest presenters.

Although the guest presenters were chosen

for their expertise with

regard to a particular topic alea, these individuals did not always stay on

a

particular topic area in relating their personal experiences. In addition, the
reactions of the youth to particular content material effected the nature of
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the content from session

- to -

session. The youth responded with

overwhelming enthusiasm to cultural activity content. As a result, this type
of activity constituted the bulk of program content.
The program commenced on May 2, 1990.

It continued for eight

weeks

with two sessions conducted per week. The sessions s/ere conducted in the
evenings in a physical location outside of the cottage. Three of the sessions
occurred in the form of community outings. The following several pages
serve to outline the actual detaíl of the program content, as
session

- by -sessíon

basis.

will

it occurred, on a
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Session One
Purpose of Group Sessíon - to offer the youth an opportunity to celebrate

their culture and to begin the process of
encouraging the development of príde in their

culture.
- to formally introduce the co-facilitators.
- to gain input from the youth

víth regard to their

expectations of the group and to encourage them

to decide on a name for their group. This was
done in order to accommodate a participatory,
consensual learning process and to assist the

youth to acquire a sense of ownership of their
program.

Activities:

- open with sweetgrass and prayers followed by
drums, singing, and dancers - Round Dance.

- this presentation was followed by an explanation
of the meaning of songs, costumes, and the drum.

- introduction of co-facilitators.
- brainstorming vith regard to the youths'
expectations of the group.

- introduction of general group content and
process.

- brainstorming with regard to group rules and

a

name for the group. The group decided on the
name. "Native Culturers".
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Evaluation of

Proeress: - this

session marked an excellent beginning to the

group. The evening was received positively by
all concerned. The youth were excited about the
group content and about their ability to input

that process. The youth all seemed happy and
quite willing to discuss and participate. Most

importantly, the youth expressed feelings of pride

with regard to hearing the drum and singers.
- the group leaders were able to vork well
together in these initial stages.
- youth urere informed of the process evaluation
format; verbal review of each session at the end
of the evening. In addition, the youth were given
journals in which to record their thoughts of each
evening's session and were given
"Snoopy Feelings Charts" (See Appendix

*3) at

the end of each session. Their participation in the
keeping of the journal was voluntary.

Session Tvo
Purpose of Grouo:

- to encourage the development of group trust
and cohesion.

- to facilitate the identification and communication
and feelíngs.

Activities:

- "blind walk", indoors in a circle and outdoors,
nature walk.
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- discussion of feelings about the experience.
- body sculpturing re expression of feelings.
- identification and discussion of these feelings.
- closure

vith evaluation

feedback from the

youth and a prayer.
- videotaping of parts of the session for the
purpose of learning, acquiring self-insight, and
humor.

Evaluation of Progress:

- the group was off to a positive start. The youth
did not want to engage in the trust exercise but,
once begun, they were hookedl They discussed

feelings of fear, closeness, and strangeness. They
related the use of the feeling sense and their

identification with the potential experiences of

a

blind person. In the process of the discussion,
they learned to utilize "l feel" statements. They
began to brainstorm but to use respect by

taking turns when speaking and listening,
enabling the other person to speak.

- the "body sculpturing" exercise r/as a source of
fun but the group was tired.
- the youths' evaluation of the session vas
positive overall. The use of videotaping was
received with overvhelming enthusiasm. In
some respects, the youth

felt better about

themselves in the process of "laughing" at
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themselves.

Session Three
- to enable the youth to develop an understanding

Purpose:

or "picture" of group process and their place or
role in the group.
- to assist the youth to develop an awareness of
and improvement in their basic communication
skills.

Activities:

- watched video of last day's session.

- exercise facilitated, Pfeiffer and Jones, "Stones,
Bands, and Circles", concomitant to the

story of the meaning of the "stone" in native

culture. The exercise served a dual purpose to portray a picture of the group and each
members' role in

it

and to incorporate the

native cultural aspect.
- one basic communication exercise re "listening";
group worked in dyads practicing basic

lístening/com munication skills.

Evaluation of

Progress: - the progress of this evening could best be
described as mediocre. Part of the group was

left to vait for the other half who vere out on
an outing. Therefore, the enthusiasm and energy
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for this meeting had dwindled considerably by
the time that the meeting eventually took place.

- the story of the stone in native culture was wellreceived by the youth. Each youth vas given
stone to keep. However, when

a

it came to

practice the group exercise with the stones, the

youth spontaneously chose to create various
native cultural art forms/animals with the
stones. The co-facilitators chose not to

interrupt this activity

as the

youth were

enjoying the creativity. Writer also thinks

that the introduction of the study of group
dynamics was premature,

- basic communication exercise vas practiced
by the youth but with líttle enthusiasm. By
this time, the group vas ready to end the
session.

- the video taping of last day's session was
enjoyed by the youth and afforded them an

opportunity to reflect upon their experiences of
the last session.

Session Four
Purpose:

- to develop cultural awareness via the teaching
of native values.

Activities:

- an elder and his friend, counsellor and cultural

3e

worker, were invited to attend the session.
- the elder spoke on traditional practices and
values. The sweetgrass was introduced to the
youth

as

well

as the teachings of the

four

directions, the sweatlodge, and the sundance' The
elder encouraged the youth to have pride in their

cultural backgrounds and spoke of the many
positive values of their culture.

- talk by a native counsellor vho works with
adult offenders. This man spoke on his past

life's experiences; his career in crime and drug
and alcohol abuse and his road to recovery. He
shared his route to recovery which took the form

of discovering his self/cultural identity through

traditional cultural teachings and experiences.

- session ended with drum and

Evaluation of Progress:

songs.

- the youth s/ere shy, awkward, and expressed
feelings such as "strange" and "weird" when
asked to participate in the sweetgrass ceremony.

This reaction vas quite natural because,

for many

of these youth, this evening constituted their

first exposure to any traditional cultural practices
and teachings. Nevertheless, they listened

attentively to the elder and requested that
another elder be brought in to speak.

- The counsellor provided hope for the youth in

{0
that,

in nany

ways, his life's experiences

paralleled those of the youth in this group. His
presentation was well-received. There was much
discussion and questions from the youth.

Session Five
Puroose:

- to continue on the theme of cultural awareness,
but to provide this learning by way of an
experiential process - a communíty outing.

Activities:

- a trip to a local

Evaluation of Proeress: - this vas

a

pour uiow.

first experience for all of the youth,

with the exception of one. The youth were
fascinated with the dancers and drummers.
They enjoyed the experience but were
confused by the variety of dress/dances that

they had vitnessed. Further on in the group,
the youth were given the opportunity to learn
about the meaning of a variety of dances, dress,
and songs.

Session Sir
Puroose:

- to review the learning from the group thus far
and to reflect on the feelings that the youth
had

vith regard to the content in relation to
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their own lives.
- to review the youths' expectations and to discuss
possible changes, additions, or deletions to the

program content.

- to discuss, in a quieter, more private forum, the
youths'feelings with regard to cultural
experiences i.e. nes/ness, strangeness,

- to begin the process of integrating self-cultural
avareness.

Activities:

- open with sweetgrass and prayer.
- group discussion vith regard to learning, feelings,
and program expectations.

- discussion on feelings vith regard to newness,
strangeness as indicated above.

- sculpturing with clay of animals of symbolic
meaning in native culture. The youth were to

construct an animal that had special meaning to
them and that represented, at least in a symbolic
way, some characteristic of themselves.

-, 1

I

Evaluation of Progress: - very good progress this evening. The youth
discussed feelings and thoughts

fairly

openly but had begun to do so in a respectful

]

fashion by listening to one another and

interrupting less. Many indicated that they
were feeling some degree of

trust

and warmth
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in this group atmosphere and indicating some
degree of pride in their culture. They were

able to discuss their feelings of discomfort

vith

regard to the newness of these cultural
experiences. Approximately one-half of the
group was able to be self-expressive in the

"sculpting exercise" one-quarter
seemed to enjoy creating but were reluctant to

risk self-disclosure, and the other one-quarter
found the exercise to be "boring". Self-disclosure
was not demanded. Ûverall, the group indicated

a

preference for activities-oriented content i.e.
dru m ming, singing, sculpting, drawing.

Session Seven
Purpose:

- to continue the theme of last day's session - to
facilitate the development of further cultural/
self avareness.

Activíties:

- open vith sweetgrass and prayer.
- talk from a traditionalist of Cree background; the
talk was conducted in Cree and English due to
the fact that many of the youth possess some
understanding of the Cree language. This man
spoke of Cree traditions and accomplishments

and of the history of Aboriginal people and the

cultural devastation that they have experienced.
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In addition, he addressed his life's experiences,
his background in Northern Manitoba, his

history of alcohol and drug abuse, his confusion

with regard to his cultural identity, and his
eventual path to a meaningful, worthwhile life-

style. This man concluded his presentation with
pipe ceremony - traditional men's pipe and

a

a

number of Cree stories.

- "Johari lfindow" exercise on self-awareness
which was related to native culture and the
medicine wheel.

Evaluation of

Progress: - the youth had begun to identify with and to
appreciate the sveetgrass purification. Several
stated that they enjoyed the prayers.

- the talk in Cree was, no doubt, appreciated by the

youth. They expressed positive feelings about
the cultural teachings.

- in the "Johari Window" exercise, youth were
eager to participate and listened attentively but

were reluctant to self-disclose.
Only a few were willing to share their findings

vith the group. They did, however, learn

about

their own degree of openness with regard'to
Biving and receiving feedback.

- the session was a successful one but excessive
time-wise. Further sessions q/ere shortened
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in order to prevent exhaustion and encourage
retention and reflection of content.

Session EiBht

- this session centered around the continuing

Puroose:

theme of cultural awareness which was coupled

wíth the encouragement of self-expression.

Activities'.

- a formal pipe ceremony which was conducted by
a female

pipe-carrier. This ceremony was

designed to accomplish many things. First, the

youth participated in a traditional practice of
their culture. In addition, a discussion of native
values accompanied. This discussion vas
centered around the issue of "respect for women"
and the devastation, loss of purpose and respect

that native women had suffered since the time of
European contact The youth vere encouraged
to value the contributions of women and to
express female qualities of caring and nurturance,

self-disclosure, and crying. Each youth was asked

to say a prayer about themselves and their life.

- session ended with songs and drum.
Evaluation of

Progress: - positive values were taught and role-modelled.
- youth were quiet but attentive. They vere able
to self-express in the prayer. This session aided
the youth to explore the spiritual side of

4J

themselves.

Session Nine
Purpose:

- to assist the youth to explore any confused
feelings about their cultural identities and their
experiences

vith

prejudice and cultural

stereotyping.

Activities:

- the story of "ïhe Scotty" by Dov Peretz Elkins
was introduced. This story was followed by

discussion. The youth r/ere encouraged to
explore their experiences of "cultural shock" and

their sense of "uniqueness" re their backgrounds
in remote, Northern communities.
- the co-facilitator and a native resource person
shared their experiences of cultural shock and

prejudice. In addition, they explained the ways
of coping that they have employed. This
presentation was followed by discussion and
feedback.

- the session was concluded with tea and bannock.
Evaluation of Proqress:

- overall, this

vas a positive session.

- the story of "The Scotty" caused a definite
reaction in the youth, but they received the

story on an individual versus a cultural basis. In
other words, they reacted to their sense of themselves on a personal basis versus their sense of
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themselves with regard to their cultural identity
and experiences of prejudice.

- the youth listened attentively to the stories of
the presenters but were reluctant to self-disclose.
They had many questions and were pensive but

only

a

fev were prepared to share parallel

experiences. This particular group was too large
and diverse to accommodate a greal deal of

intensive, personal sharing.

Session Ten

Puroose:

- to further explore the erperiences of cultural
stereotyping and methods of coping.

Activities:

- open vith sveetgrass.
- guest speaker on coping with prejudice. This
man relayed his life story and experiences

with

sæiety's rejection of the native person. He
explained the means by vhich he faced these
issues, the means by which he explored and

learned about the positives of his own culture,
and the means by which he received acceptance

in his own community and learned acceptance
of circumstances that he could not change.

- the youth were invited to share any
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identification with the speaker's experiences.

Evaluation of Proeress:

- the youth strongly.identified with the speaker
as there

vere many questions.

- the youth reflected on what was learned thus
far in the group process.

- the group had begun to solidify at the end of
this fifth week.

Session Eleven
Puroose:

- to further explore the experiences of a confused
cultural identity.
- to discuss the issues facing Aboriginal people
on a macro level.

Activities:

- presentation by a native judge. This

man

spoke on the erperiences of native people in

the global context. He spoke of their

history and the injustices that they have faced,

in the legal system and in many systems in
society. He talked of the many accomplishments
of native people and of their contributions in
Canadian

history. In addition, he shared his

personal experiences of a confused cultural

identity in his adolescence and the process by
which he discovered his "roots".
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Evaluation of

Progress: - this r/as an excellent session.

The youth were

highly receptive to the talk. They posed many
intelligent questions. They were, in the

writer's perception, quite surprised by this
man's sincerity and atLachment to the needs and

aspirations of Aboriginal people. They had
expected a judge to lecture them on "law

breaking".

- the group was not projecting the same sense of
shyness and awkwardness re cultural activities
as was

the situation in the early stages of this

group. After the talk, the entire group
approached the judge to request that he

introduce them to the sweatlodge. The writer
believes that the youth recognized this man's
potential influence on the powers of the
bureaucracy and decided to capitalize on that

opportunity.
Session Twelve
Purpose:

- to teach the youth the drum and singing.
However, the resource person was not able to

attend. The content vas altered with short
notice. The co-facilitators decided to review the
progress of the group thus far.

- to begin the process of preparation for
termination.
Activities
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- general conversation about the diversity of
beliefs, practices with the native culture itself,

traditional and non-traditional.

- discussion with regard to formal and informal
supports within the youths' home communities.

- viewing of video of the group thus far.

Evaluation of Progress: - the group had absorbed and integrated much of
the content that has been presented thus far.
The youth did not present
as to the issues or the

with much confusion

content. Most of the youth

were enjoying the group (one had dropped out)
and asked for more cultural programming

after this group has ended.

Session Thirteen

Purpose:

- this session vas originally intended to continue
on the theme of cultural awareness but this
speaker was unable to attend as

well. Therefore,

the session was structured around helping and
connecting to traditional and non-traditional

supports in the youths'home communities.
Activities:

- watched the video, "Stand By Me".

- discussion followed re methods of helping.
- bannock and

tea.
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Evaluation of Progress:

- the youth had seen this video many times in
the past. Therefore, the effect was mediome.

- they were able to offer many good ideas,
however, about ways of helpíng i.e. listening,
attending, advising, non-conformity, free
expression of feelings.

Session Fourteen
Purpose:

- to return to the theme of cultural awareness
which was abandoned last week due to the
speakers' inability to attend.

Activities:

- open with sweetgrass.
- introduction of discussíon of the drum.

- presentation of video of a major pow wov and
explanation and discussion of dances, costumes,
beliefs, songs, etc.

- presentation of certificates to those youth who

will

be leaving the group early because of their

release from custody.

Evaluation of Proeress:

-

as usual, the reception by the youth

vas

positive. There were several questions and
much discussion.

- the youth engaged with the drum and
had expressed a strong interest in programming

that teaches the drum and singing. When the
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youth speak of pride, they often referred to the
drum and singing.

Session Fifteen

Purpose:

- to learn the drum and to begin to learn to sing.

Activities:

- a cultural vorker talked on native culture,
experiences, and feelings. The man did an

extensive amount of talking on feelings in order
to assist the youth to open up and feel free to

sing. He succeeded. The youth took'turns
singing and drumming individually and

collectively.

- a group drum and singing

lesson.

- bannock and tea and certificate presentation to
a

Evaluation of

Progress:

youth who was leaving custody.

The youth loved the experience

and once started, s/ere unable to stop

themselves. The shyness seemed to have
dissipated with these youth. They vere
able to laugh at one another but, at the same

time, to show respect for one another.

Session Sirteen

Purpose:

to continue the theme of cultural/self-awareness
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as experienced

in native spirituality and

traditional helping/healing.

Activities:

- a trip to a sweatlodge on a local reserve. The
sweat was conducted by a person of Cree
background.

Evaluation of Progress: - for the majority of the youth, this was a very
positive experience. Many stated that this
ceremony was the most worthwhile experience

of the program. Tvo of the youth stated that
the sweatlodge, "helped to make sense of
Some of the youth expressed an interest

it

all".

in

building a sveatlodge in their home
communities. The outing was not entirely
positive for two of the youth; these two

individuals complained of being "bored and
overly hot". No further evaluation of the
experience was done as this ceremony is sacred.
Therefore, very

fev

questions were posed to the

youth other than their feelings about the
experience.

Session Seventeen

Purpose:

- to offer

a

formal closure to the program in the

native tradition.
- to provide recognition for the youths' efforts and
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accomplishments but to reinforce the philosophy

that this learning was only the beginning of

a

life-long exploration.

Àctivities:

- traditional native feast.
- graduation ceremony with graduation certificates
and bear clavs presented to the youth.

- honour songs for the youth, discussion, and
good-byes.

Progress

Evaluation:

- needless [o say, this evening vas the highlight

for many of the youth. For many of the youth,
the certificates q/ere the first such formal
representations of an accomplishment that they
had ever received. (See Appendix *6).

-

many youth expressed sorrow at the termination

of the project and requested that another

cultural program be implemented in the near

future. Two of the youth vere happy to be
moving on (going home).
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CHAPTER,

VI.

PR.OGRAM EVALUATION

As stated in the Literature Review section at the onset of this report,
qualitative evaluation design was considered to be the most appropriate
method for this intervention. The success of this program was evaluated on

the basis of the following variables:

1. Self-esteem.

2. Cultural/self

awareness.

3. Communication skills.
4. Knowledge of community supports, formal and informal.
Inìtially, a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods were to

be

employed. In the pre-intervention stages, a wide range of Self-Esteem
Inventories were reviewed for their appropriateness with this particular
client group. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale was chosen for its simplicity
and basic literary level. This scale was pre-tested

vith the youth. During

the pre-testing, the vriter discovered that this scale was culturally
educationalty inappropriate to this group of

and

youth. As a result of the pre-

test findings, the scale vas discarded.
The program consisted of

tvo forms of group evaluation - monitoring

and

outcome evaluation. Monitoring "refers to collecting information about group

members and about group processes." (Rivas and Toseland, 1984). Although

monitoring is often used as an assessment method,

it is also an evaluation

process. Monitoring is an integral component of obtaining findings for
outcome evaluations. The monitoring process

in this intervention vas

completed by way of a summary recording at the end of each meeting. This

recording addressed group process and dynamics, goal attainment, and

further planning. (Dimock, 1985). Appendix #4 portrays a rating list for the
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assessment of group process and dynamics.

In addition to the recording of

the writer's perceptions, the youth s/ere invited to discuss their feelings and
perceptions of the group experience at the end of each session.

In addition

to this verbal feedback, the youth were encouraged to view
assessments (See Appendix #3) and

pictorial

to identify their feelings in accordance

with these designs. This particular style of

assessment worked

very well

with the youth. A number of the youth were not comfortable with intimate
disclosure or with writing but were able

to identify their feelings on

the

sheet and to articulate these feelings when approached individually by the

co-facilítators. Finally, each youth vas given a log in which to record their
thoughts of each session. None of the youth responded to this method. Most

saw this process as "homework" and vere reluctant

monitoring process r/as invaluable

to participate.

The

for the purposes of identifying

the

strengths and weaknesses of the group intervention on an ongoing basis and

for the purpose of completing the outcome evaluation.
The group design for the outcome evaluation was quasi-experímental

-

a

single group (before, during, and after) design. (Tripodi, 1984). This design

included a reflexive as opposed to an experimental control. Non-random,
purposive sampling was employed. These methods were utilized in order to
accomnodate the operations

within the institution. In the development

stages of the program, a number

of set criteria for sample selection were

desþned. However, the set criteria were abandoned as well in order to
accommodate institutional functioning. Àny youth who wished to participate

in the program were assigned to the group vith the exception of those youth
about whom

it was known in advance would be leaving the facility prior to

the cessation of the group. Despite this unplanned sample selection, the
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Broup composition did result

in a hieh degree of

homogeneity (to be

discussed in the following section).

The evaluation process consisted

of tvo interviews in the pre-

intervention stage, one interview during the intervention, and one interview

post-intervention. Pre-intervention intervievs were tape-recorded for the
purpose of learning for the writer and the youth. At the end of the program,

the youth vere alloved to keep their tapes,

if

requested. Six youth

participated in a pre-test of the evaluation format. Fourteen youth were

interviewed

in the pre-intervention process. By the cessation of

the

program, only nine of the youth remained; two youth had dropped out of the

program and four had returned to their home communitieb. The final
evaluation, therefore, is an incomplete sample of the program participants.

As stated earlier in the report, the evaluation process followed a case
study method. A general interview guide format vas employed. Initially,
standardized question guide was developed. (See Appendix

5).

a

Although

this general question format vas utilized, the wording and order was
modified somewhat throughout the course of the interviews. This change

to the personal characteristics of the youth i.e. language
differences, literary level. The interviews covered the following areas:

occurred due

community and cnmmunity supports, family and peer relationships, learning
styles, cultural and self ar/areness. Although the majority of the information

for the evaluation s/as deríved from the youth, some information was
obtained from Agassiz Youth Centre staff and from the youths' files. As a
result of the compilation of the information from these sources, an individual
case profile was constructed

for each youth.

The evaluation format for this report is twofold

-

an evaluation of the

program based on the variables which are cited above and a self-evaluation
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of the writer's progress. Prior to the evaluation of the program objectives,

a

detailed description of the youths' backgrounds and the demographics of
their respective home communities is required.
From the sample of fourteen youth, ten originated from remote northern

communities. 0f these ten, eight came from reservations and two from small

towns. From the remaining sample of four youth, three had spent the past

fev years living on the streets of Winnipeg and one originated from

a

northern reservation in Ontario. All of the northern Manitoban youth were
of Cree tribal background. Three of the southern youth were Saulteaux. One
was

0jibvay. All of the youth held Treaty Indian

status.

Prior to their admission to the Youth Centre, all of the youth existed in

vith few resources of any kind, social or economic.

For

the majority of these youth, life had presented a series of tragedies

and

conditions of poverty

disappointments. Few of these youth indicated any great degree of hope for
the future. Several admitted to suicidal thoughts and behaviours and a few

had made previous suicide attempts. All of the youth had been harmfully

involved with alcohol, gasoline and glue sniffing, and other chemicals.
Several indicated a dependency on two or more of these substances.
These youth

vere in custody for a wide range of criminal activities. Fifty

percent of them had committed crimes of a violent nature. The other

fifty

to property offences. The
writer's observation vas that this criminal activity was reactive to the
youths'social circumstances. In other words, the criminal activity
percent of the criminal activity vas limited

represented a plea for help, a rebellion against, or a response to a family and

community environment

of poverty, alcoholism, and violence.

some of the youth lacked the insight

Although

to understand the complerities of their

communities and criminal careers, several were able

to articulate their
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feelings of anger and fear and their sense of powerlessness s/ith regard to

the injustices that existed in their home communities. Few of these youth
had merely "reacted to" the circumstances of their

lives. Most had resorted

to mime as a meaningful solution to or escape from the situations that they

lived.

Some resorted

to mime as a means of combating their sense of

powerlessness. Others did so

in a response to the violence in their

communities. Some broke the law for a means of economic survival and
several broke the lav to escape what they had termed, the "maziness" in

their home communities. In an institution, life was predictable, safe, and all

of the basic necessities of life vere met. The strength of the majoríty of
these youth vas remarkable

in that they had survived with a fair degree of

emotional strength.
The majority of the youth were quite verbally expressive and willing to
engage in the evaluation and group process. The response to the offering of
a Native Cultural program on the part of the youth was

overvhelming. They

needed little encouragement to join the program or to attend the sessions on
a regular basis. An understanding of and experiencing of their cultural roots

had been lacking in their lives and they seized the opportunity to

fill

the

void.
The evaluation findings

will be revealed in a pre/post framework which

is organized by variable. (See variables cíted on pg. 52).
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A.

PRE-INTER.VENTION

Community Suoports

All of the fourteen youth who were intervieved described their community
settings as economically deprived. This deprivation resulted in a severe lack

of

resources i.e. helping services, educational resources, recreational

facilities. In the northern communities, there are few existing

resources

while in the south, there are many. However, the youth from the south were
unable to access these resources for a variety of reasons.

Many reported feelings of loneliness. Several described their lifestyles
one of "drinking, partying, and just walking around

Several stated that they would be unable

activities without

vith

as

nothing to do."

to relinquish their

criminal

a departure from their home communities.

Many

indicated that they were very unhappy in their home communities and in

their families.
Not surprisingly, the majority of these young men índicated a lack of
social/community supports in their lives. The young men from the north

stated that few formal helping resources existed

Although there were some resources

in their communities.

in these communities i.e. Band

counsellors, Alcoholics Anonymous workers, Detoxification Centres, National

Native Alcohol and Drug Abuse Project offices, these youth tended not to rely
on this form of assistance. Unlike their northern counterparts, the southern

youth had a variety of helping resources at their disposal and had accessed
an extensive number of community agencies. However, many of these youth

\¡/ere mistrustful of this form of helping. For the most part, they turned to
one or two

family members or their peers for support. All of the youth, with

the exception of one, described a strong relationship with at least one family
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member. Most often, that person was a female and most often, the mother

or grandmother. 0ftentimes, the youths' peers had become their families.
Many indicated distant family relationships, fragmented

fanily units, and

extensive alcohol use amongst family members. The majority of these youth

lacked intimacy

in their

personal relationships. Because much

of their

energy was directed towards basic survival needs, their peer relationships
lacked closeness as

well. In most instances,

extended family and informal

community relationships had broken down. ïhe result was that many of the
traditional helping resources that existed in the northern communities in the
past were no longer available. None

of the northern youth reported

any

involvement u/ith traditional helpers i.e. spiritual helpers, medicine men,
elders,

etc. Ïhese youth were not aware of the existence of any of these

people

in their

respective communities.

At least one-half of the youth

resolved their difficulties via, "sitting alone and thinking".
The above description of the youths'home communities is, in the writer's

perception,

a direct result of structural colonialism

acted out

at the

community level. The intense poverty and lack of resource development is

the result of

economic imperialism. The alcoholism, violence, and

fragmentation of the community fabric and extended

fanily

systems is

indicative of cultural and economic colonialism. The tragic reality is that
these youth had

little

sense of their cultural identity; the tragic result is

a

highly confused sense of self and a profound sense of hopelessness for the
future.

Self-Esteem

As stated earlier in the report, a pre-testing of the Rosenberg Self-Esteem

Inventory was attempted but discarded due

to cultural and literary
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insensitivity. The writer found that self-esteem was a vague and nebulous
concept to define and measure on a cross-cultural

basis. If self-esteem

urere to be assessed from a mainstream societal perspective or

if traditional

testing methods were to be employed, these youth would all have presented

with low self-esteem. ïhe writer's discovery, however, uras quite the
opposite. The writer's opinion is that, in light of these young
experiences in the world, they presented

mens'

with average-to-high self-esteem.

The maiority expressed confidence in their own abilities to resolve their
dífficulties under the condition that they had the pover to alter certain
circumstances in their erternal environments.

Despite the inherent dífficulties

with the measure of seif-esteem, the

writer did utilize a qualitative format to measure self-concept. The youth
were asked a variety of self-statements about their positive abilities and
qualities as well as a self-statement about their perception of their ability to
change their personal circumstances. The

vriter

notes that the results are

not, in any way, a conclusive measure of self-esteem, but the findings

will

be

recorded.

Eighty percent of the youth were able to identify at least two
activities that they could do

well. The majority of the youth

or

more

selected sports

and artwork as particular skills. Several prided themselves on their ability
to help their peers. Iflhen asked to identify positive personal qualities, only
a

third were able to define themselves in a positive s/ay. All, however, with

the erception of one youth, s/ere able to assess their personal difficulties.
The maiority talked of substance addiction and difficulties with anger. Many

described feelings

of

confusion

with regard to their anger but

when

encouraged to examine the cause of the anger, they were able to gain insight

into feelings of frustration, hurt, and fear. From the sample of fourteen, two
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of the youth were reluctant to self-disclose to any great degree. But for the
most part, the degree of communication from these youth was high.

Communication Skills

The assessment of the youths' communication skills was done through
observations by the co-facilitators and facility

staff. Communication skills

were assessed in accordance with the youths' ability to self-disclose, to
articulate thoughts and feelings, to listen and respond

vith respect , and to

gíve and receive feedback. The assessment of the changes in this area will
be provided in the post evaluatíon findings.

Cultur allSelf - Awarene ss

In this section, the youth were asked a number of questions about their
knovledge, understanding, and participation

in activities of their own

culture. They were asked to descríbe their family's (great grandparents,
grandparents, and parents) and their own understanding

of culture. In

addition, they vere asked to identify any negative experiences with cultural

stereotyping. Conversely, they were encouraged to comment on areas or
qualíties of native culture/identity of vhich they vere proud.
The youth s/ere encouraged to defíne their experience of native culture in

their own terms. In addítion, they were asked to ídentify the areas of their
culture that they wished to learn about. The discussion of culture included
several entities: language, lifestyles, belief and value systems, traditional

and contemporary practices/ceremonies and spirituality, dress, etiquette,
food, etc.
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In

general terms, there were noteworthy differences

in

the

lifestyles/experiences between the youth from the northern regions of
Manitoba and their counterparts from the southern areas. This particular

group of northern youth

all resided in remote communities. They all

identified a closeness vith nature as the "lndian way of life". The majority
of these young people had learned to hunt, trap, and fish at a very early age.

They had a great deal of knowledge about a variety of birds, fish, and
animals but did not have knowledge
attached to these animals. Half

of the traditional native meanings

of the northern group had learned

to

construct birch bark canoes, snowshoes, and wood carvings. Eighty percent

of these youth had some comprehension of the Cree language. Thirty
percent spoke the language fluently but vere unable to read or write in
Cree. The remaining fifty percent who had some knowledge of Cree vere
able to comprehend the language in part but unable to speak it. Their
knowledge of raditional Cree beliefs, stories, practices, and spirituality,
however, was minimal. 0nly tvo of the youth had ever attended a
ss/eetgrass cerernony but s/ere unaware of the meaning of sveetgrass i.e.
the braid. Only one of these youth had attended a pov
these youth had participated

in

sweatlodge

vow.

Only one of

or pipe ceremonies. None of

these youth understood the meaning of the drum, native songs

or

dances.

None understood the medicine wheel. None of the youth had knowledge of

contemporary Aboriginal leaders or of the political/economic aspirations of
Aboriginal people. All of the youth, however, enjoyed native artwork and
most possessed a fair degree of natural talent.

artwork. Not
these young people had fat less exposure to nature or a

Similarly, the youth from the south enfoyed native
surprisingly,

tradítional way of life. The maiority of these youth had grown up in the city
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of l(innipeg. None of these young men could speak, read, or write

in

a

native language but two of them could understand a few sentences in
Saulteaux. Thís group had a far greater erposure to traditional native
practices and spirituality than the northern group. One youth had a deep

- language, beliefs, practices.
The remainíng three youth had some knowledge of traditíonal values
appreciation and understanding of his culture

(respect, cooperation, sharing), native dance and the drum, and the meaning

of feathers and the pipe. All had participated in a sveetgrass ceremony;
ûone had experienced the sveatlodge. They were able

to identify

some

Aboriginal leaders but q/ere unas/are of contemporary Aboriginal issues.
The youth had recognized the differences between the "north" and the

'south" but this perception was partially negative. The southern youth

tended to view themselves as different and superior

to their

northern

counterparts. The northerners uiere seen as unsophisticated. Similarly, the
northern youth viewed the southern youth as inferior, especially with regard
to their inability to converse in a native tongue. Nevertheless, both groups
of youth had a keen desire to learn more about their culture and once taught
about the strengths, similarities, and diversity amongst the various groups of

Aboriginal people, these youth tended to relate to one another in a far less
stereotypical fashion. They learned to develop pride

in their culture on a

more global level as opposed to their previous focus.

All of the youth were asked about the degree of pride that they
possessed in their native identities, in the native culture, and in the
accomplishments of native people. Few of the youth from either group vere

able to identify any areas of pride. Two of the northern youth and one of
the southern youth expressed pride in their cultural identities. Only twenty-

five percent of the northern group expressed pride in native

cultural
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activities or beliefs or accomplishments of native people. These youth
expressed pride in the native way of hunting, trapping, fishing, and

in

the

uniqueness of the native language. According to one youth, "Cree is the one

thing that the white man can't take away." One of the southern youth
expressed pride

in native cultural activities i.e. drum and dancing.

None

indicated a sense of pride in native beliefs, values, or the accomplishments of

native people. With relevance to the discussion of pride, the youth s/ere
questioned about negative experiences with cultural stereotyping.

Here again, the differences in the experiences betveen the northern and
the southern groups were marked. ïhe southern youth talked of numerous
encounters

with a variety of forms of racism. They described feelings of

confusion, anger, and shame. Conversely, only twenty percent

of the

northern youth were able to identify racist experiences. These experiences
occumed in the local towns

or in the school system. The remaining eighty

percent claimed that they had not experienced any form of racism. Their
experiences in remote communities did not consist

of many encounters with

mainstream society. Although these youth lived the effects

of racist

and

of their
cognizant of the

assimilationist political/economic/cultural/social policy every day
lives, they were not, at this stage in their development,
means
able,

in which racism had impacted upon their lives. These youth, were

hovever, to describe their experiences of cultural shock, in relation to

serving a custodial disposition
described feelings

in the south. With this transition, they

of alienation, srangeûess, and confusion. Many

stated

that they were drawn to this program because they believed that it would
reconnect them,

at least to a small degree, to their previous way of life.

They were quite vocal about areas of knowledge that they wished to acquire.
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All the youth identified expectations from the program.

Those

expectations were as follows:

1. To learn native prayers.

2.

To experience a sweetgrass, pipe, and sveatlodge ceremony.

3.

To learn Cree stories.

4.

To learn the drum, singing, and dance.

5.

To practice native art and beadvork.

6.

To hear elders speak.

7.

To gain insight into themselves.

8.

To learn how and where "lndian people

9.

To learn more about the Cree language

The sections that follow

vill

fit in" to society.
- spoken and vritteri.

report on the success of the program in terms of

fulfilling its orígínal objectives and in terms of meeting the expectations of
the youth.

B-

DURING INTERVENTION

A series of interviews were conducted at the mid-point of the program.
As a result of these intervievs, a number of alterations were made to the

program. Although the basic thematic content did not change, the
structuring of the activities was revised to accommodate the expectations
and interests of the youth. At this stage of the evaluation, the youth were
asked to reflect upon the knowledge that they had gained throughout the

group experience and

to identify the strengths and veaknesses of

intervention vith regard to cultural and self-avareness.

the
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All of the youth stated that the program was a positive experience. They
reflected that they were feeling more comfortable with cultural practices
than in the early stages of the group. All of the youth, with the exception of
one, suggested that they derived the greatest benefit through experiential

activities versus self-disclosure, self-introspective forms of activities. For
example, the youth derived the most benefit from the drum, singing, and
sveetgrass and pipe ceremonies. They had good feelings about the varmth

of the group process. Through these

actjvities, they learned

abouL

rhemselves. Three oi the youth had begun to discover their culturallselt=
identities. Oneyouth stated, "l'm making sense of myself, who I am, in this
cultural stuff." Another u/as learning the meaning of respect and another the
meaning of patience. One youth had learned about, "where I'm at now
compared to before and I'm more open nos/." Several of the youth enjoyed

talking about their feelings despite the fact that this was a difficult process

for them. All of the youth had begun to express feelings of pride in their

culture. Most

experienced this feeling

of pride through drumming

and

singing and the pipe ceremonies. At thís stage, the group was succeedíng in
assisting the youth to learn a great deal about their culture and some had

begun to integrate this wíth theír self-identities. Half of the group had not
begun that transition, hovever, and claimed to have gained no great degree

of insight into themselves.

C. POST-INTERVENTION
This final evaluation stage consisted of an evaluation of all variables. As

stated earlier in the report, eight of the original sample of fourteen youth
s/ere interviewed. (See Appendix #5 for evaluation questions). Prior to the
assessment of the questions which addressed the variables, the youth were
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asked a

fev simple questions with regard to their overall

impression of the

group intervention.

All of the youth, vith the exception of one, reported that the

group

experience had been worthvhile. One youth enjoyed parts of the program

but found much of the program to be monotonous. One youth responded
that, "lt was a good time being with my ovn kind of people." Three of the
youth described the experience as "fun". One replied that, "The group made
me do a lot of thinking about myself and my

family." Half of the youth

expressed sorrow at the termination of the program and requested that this

form of programming continue on an ongoing basis.
The youth were not able to identify any portions

of the program that

they would delete or change. They did, however, indicate the types of
activities that they would most like to continue. These results are very

similar

to the During-lntervention findings. The sweetgrass, pipe,

of the
group experience. The drum/singing and the sveatlodge were the most
ssieatlodge, drum, and discussions on feelings s/ere the highlights

positively received of all the cultural activities. All of the youth identified
prayer as the warmest and most positive means of expressing feelings. Due

to the fact that the sweatlodge is a holistic expressíon of the youths'
identified strongest needs, this ceremony was the highlight of the entire
program.

Community Suooorts
The program succeeded in teaching youth about the availability oi formal

and informal supports and the means by which to access those supports i.e.
elders, taditional helpers, Alcoholics Anonymous.

All of the youth stated

that they had acquired knovledge in the area of community resources. The
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program

did not

succeed, however,

in

providing the youth

comprehensive range of identified resource people. The

with

writer and the

a

co-

facilitator were unable to accomplish this task due to our limited ability to
access northern resource people. Native resource people

in the south were

unable to do so as well.
Three ot the youth stated that they would access elders for assistance and

further learning. They had acquired the knowledge to approach an elder

í.e.

an offering of tobacco followed by a gift of acknowledgment. Three other

youth had decided that they would approach other forms of traditional

helpers. Two others were contemplating approaching extended family
members that they had not approached in the past. The southern youth had

acquired information about Aboriginal helping agencies. Finally, two of the

youth decided that they may have to develop their os/n supports in their
home communities. One was planning

to get assistance to construct

a

sweatlodge and another was planning to make a drum and to encourage his

family to assist.

Self-Esteem

All of the youth claimed that they felt better about themselves as a result

of the group experience. For the most part, the utilization of the varíous
native resource people was key to the program's success. These resource
people were of the same culture as the youth and they presented as role
models

in that they had undergone similar experiences to the youth and

were able to convey a fair degree of hope for the future. Most importantly,

this type of program filled a void in the lives of many native youth siho

an alienation from their cultural roots and a consequent
confused identity. Àlthough it is positive to witness happiness and feelings
experienced
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of renewal in these otherwise depressed young people, the fact that they
have been denied this experience until this point in their lives is a tragedy.

This sad reality is reflected ín one youth's statement, "This group was the

best thing that ever happened to me." Another youth remarked,

"l felt

happy inside relearning all that stuff that was left behind from before." The

youth \/ere asked the same set of self-statements that vere posed to them

in the pre-interven[ion.

At this stage, the youth identified similar personal abilities to those that

they had desmibed

in the pre-evaluation. The change that u/as most

noteworthy was their ability to identify positive qualities within themselves.

All of the youth, vith the exception of one, were able to describe three or
more personal strengths. Despite the possible existence of a variety of
ertraneous factors that may have contributed to this change
participants,
inmease

in the group

it is clear that the youth in the program experienced an

in self-esteem.

Finally,

it

would be difficult

to

determine the

prospects for generalizability from such a small sample.

Communication Skills

As stated in the Pre-lntervention section, communication skills were not

formally assessed. The writer's observation was that only moderate change
had occurred in this area. Throughout the group process, the youth had

improved in their overall ability to self-disclose.

In

addition, they had

learned to practice respect vhen listening to one another and to respond

with respect for another's thoughts and feelings. In keeping with the value
of respect as it is practiced in the native principle of non-interference, these

youth provided little direct feedback to one another. 0verall, the writer

7l
concludes

that the intervention had minimal success

in

achieving its

objective of improving upon communication skills.

The reason for this fact

is that the program

became increasingly

structured around activities that were requested by the youth. Many of
these activities were action oriented versus self-introspective.

In

other

words, the program q/as adapted to suit the needs and expectations of the

youth. In addition, some of the facility staff were intrusive towards

and

critical of the program content i.e. native cultural content. These actions and
attitudes were manifested in a variety of ways. For example, the same staff

who were critical of the program were present during the meetings. Their
disapproval of the program content may have discouraged thä sharing and
self-disclosure of the youth. Ïhe writer notes, hovever, that the youth could
have been further encouraged by the co-facilitators to dialogue openly. In

other words, the co-facilitators may have incorporated more self-disclosure
process into the group content.

Cultur allSelf - Avarenes

s

In this area, the program was highly successful. The youth learned

a

great deal about their culture and were able to integrate this learning with
learning about themselves.
One-half of the youth were able to ertract many beliefs and values from

the cultural teachings. The vast portion of the program content r/as new to
all of the youth, with the exception of one. All of the youth stated that they

had understood the cultural teachings and practices. Most importantly, the
programming reflected the vast array of beliefs and practices within the

native culture. Therefore, the youth developed an appreciation for the
differences and the similarities. The program succeeded

in assisting the
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youth to develop a sense of pride in their cultural identity. At the end of the
intervention, all of the youth expressed this sense of pride. Certain activities

facilitated this growth. Às stated earlier, the drumming, sweatlodge, and
pipe ceremonies were the most effective.
Concomitant to the teaching of cultural awareness was the facilitation of

self-awareness. While the youth learned the values and beliefs of the native

culture, they were encouraged to examine their own issues, values, and

beliefs. Unfortunately, not all of the youth did so. Two of the youth stated
that they had not developed any insight into themselves. Several of the
youth gained insight into their personal ways of coping. Two of the youth
developed an awareness of the means by which they avoided issues and had

begun to make sense of their angry feelings. Three of the youths learned

that acceptance and self-expression were initial steps to the resolution of
some

difficulties. One youth remarked,

"l

learned who

I was and that I

should be proud of it."

A number of factors contributed to the

success

of this program.

The

writer's opinion is that the single, most contributing factor in the program's
success were the resource people who presented as role models to the youth.

These individuals were highly credible

to the youth. They offered a

substantial amount of hope in that their life experiences had paralleled those
of the youth.

D. SELF-EVÀLUATION

In this section, the writer will evaluate her

progress

areasl

L Role as co-facilitator.
2. Working relationship with the co-facilitator, Gladys

Cook.

in the following
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3. Working relationship with institutional staff.
4. Learning acquired through the practicum experience.
In the first area as co-facilitator, the writer was able to successfully plan,
facilitate, and evaluate most group sessions, In addition, the writer was able
to erercise an extensive amount of flexibility in terms of ongoing changes to

program process and content. The writer succeeded
degree of communication between herself and the

in achieving a high

youth. The input of

the

youth was welcomed and many accommodations were made in order to meet

the youths' needs and expectations. Finally, the writer established a good
relationship with co-facilitator, Gladys Cook.
Gladys Cook was an invaluable resource to the program. She established
a

warm rapport with youth and was accepting of and open to working with

a

non-native person. She possesses a rich understanding and appreciation of

her native culture and was alvays willing to share her knowledge

and

experiences. All sessions were planned with mutual agreement between her
and the writer.

In sharp contrast to this relationship, the establishment of a working
relationship with institutional staff was a difficult process. Although the
writer enjoyed a positive relationship with a few staff members, the
relationship with some staff rias distant. ïhe writer did manage to create
adequate communication in order to enable the successful operation of the

program and to elicit the co-operation of the staff. However, she found the

ertreme assimilationist values of some staff members difficult to tolerate
and chose to minimize communication with these individuals.

ûverall, the practicum experience was very worthwhile. The writer
learned a greaL deal

in a variety of areas. The youth vere the greatest

source of inspiration and learning. The native resource people provided the
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writer r/ith a tremendous exposure to the many positive beliefs and
practices of the native culture, an opportunity

for which the writer

feels

priviteged to have experienced. Although the writer had a fair amount of
exposure to the native culture prior to this intervention, a fairly considerable

amount of new learning occurred.

In addition, the writer learned a greaL

deal more aboút native values/beliefs

sensitive practices

in their

application

to culturally

i.e. patience, respect, co-operation, and

self-

determination. Although the writer's cross-cultural practices were not
flavless in terms of achieving complete cultural sensitivity, she was able to
make the necessary accommodations to establish a high degree of cultural
appropriateness. The writer has gained a lot of respect for traditional ways
of helping. She nov perceives this form of helping for this group of youth to

be more beneficial than traditional social vork practices, independent of
whether or not social vork practices are delivered by native or non-native
social workers.

Finally, the writer also acquired more knowledge about Correctional
systems and about mobilizing resources

víthin those systems. In addition,

she developed an as/areness about the strategies required for
development and implementation

of programs and services vithin

the

these

systems. Fínally, the u¡riter is disillusioned about the prospects for change

from vithin these structures.

If change to culturally

appropriate service

delivery is to occur, these systems must be influenced by external forces or

they must be replaced by structures that are created and operated by
Aboriginal people.
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VII.

SUMMAN,Y AND CONCLUSIONS

came as no surprise to the

vriter, co-facilítator, or resource people that

this program was well-received and meaningful to the youth. This is a form

of helping and learning that meets some major needs for native

young

people. The program successfully met its objectives.
There s/ere, however, a number of limitations to the program which had

its degree of cultural appropriateness. First, none of the
people, with the exception of one, had any great degree of

an impact on
resource

knowledge of the
communicate

north. In addition, only one resource person uras able to

in Cree. It was difficult to

access northern resource people

because of their extensive physical distance from the

facility and

budget funds were not available to bring these people

in.

because

Facilities are

desperately needed in the northern regions of Manitoba; northern youth are
disconnected from their communities while

in custody. In

addition, the

transition back to their home community is abrupt. Second, the writer's
involvement may have (hopefully only in a minor way), detracted from the
traditional helping style. The writer found that she was prompted to make

number

of

changes

in

styles

a

of helping and leadership in order to

of helping that vas practiced by the cofacilitator and this particular group of resource people. These changes
accommodate the native style

involved a quieter, less assertive approach, a willingness
resource people autonomy

with regard to conducting their

use of direct questioning and directive

to allow

the

sessions, and less

helping. Even though the writer was

aware of her strengths and limitations and could accommodate a cross-

cultural intervention, it is essential that a program of this nature never be
conducted without a native co-facilitator and extensive input from a variety

of native resource people.

It is preferable that this type of a program be
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conducted by a native agency from the community. Finally, the institutional

setting effected the cultural appropriateness of the program

in the most

significant way.
The institutional setting impacted on the intervention

and negative s/ays. The setting impacted in a positive

in both positive

vay in that it

provided the facilities and a small group atmosphere from which to facilitate

the program. Hovever, there were aspects of the institutional response that

were detrimental. The institutional response to this form of a program
moved from one

of initial reluctance to one of resistance. Some of the

institutional staff possessed assimilationist views and perceived such

a

program as senseless and inappropriate to the needs of the yöuth. In their

minds, behaviorally corrective programming

is the only form

of

rehabilitation that is beneficial. Some staff were threatened by the differing
values and spiritual beliefs of the native people. These qualities are not
indicative of all of the institutional staff (a few vere supportive and helpful),

but did impact, in a fairly major s/ay, on the cultural appropriateness of the
service delivery. The program scheduling and content was subject to
continual undermining and funds
purchases i.e. tobacco, sweetgrass,

vere not made available for

minor

etc. These expenses were all assumed by

the student. In brief, there was no fiscal commitment to the delivery of this
service or to the delivery of native programming in general.

As stated above, a number of staff were threatened by the differing
values, beliefs, and process of this native helping intervention.

near-sighted to assess these difficulties as caused

It would

be

by the orientations of

individual staff members. These staff are directly influenced and controlled
by a powerful Correctional bureaucracy which staunchly upholds the values

of mainstream society. A system such as Corrections is highly resistant to
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change and highly threatened

by differing values, beliefs, and practices.

As

stated earlier, this system wields an extensive degree of control over its staff

and residents. Ideas and approaches that challenge the accepted pattern of
operation are strongly resisted. This native cultural program presented such
a challenge and was met

with considerable opposition.

In light of the above, the prospects for genuine reproducibility of this
program are not high at this point

in time. A program of a similar nature

vill be offered again but for reasons of external pressure from members of
the native community in Manitoba and not because of a genuine
commitment from vithin. Institutional values and attitudes must change
considerably before any firm commitment is made to native cultural
programming. ïhe cultural appropriateness of further programming,
independent of u¡homever offers the services, will be adversely effected
without considerable change in these areas. Staff education and training is

a

necessary starting place.
Despite these rather pessimistic findings

vith

regard to reproducibility,

the prospects for generalizability of program knowledge are quite good. This

form of learning can easily be transferred to situations outside of the
institution, as some of the youth had already discovered. The evaluation of
the generalizabili|y of this program exceeds the scope of this project but, for

a number of youth, the seeds have been planted. However,

it would be

worthwhile for any future project of this nature to incorporate an evaluation

of generalizability of program knowledge, particularly with relevance to

víth blind optimism as
these youth do not look forward to bright futures. Unfortunately, the
criminal recidivism. The vriter is not concluding

attitudes ihat they encountered in the institutional poliry and programming
are prevalent in society. Many

will return to an environment that presents
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little hope. Nevertheless, the quality of their lives had improved for a short
period of time. For this reason, the program had a significant impact upon
the lives of fourteen young people.

The wríter concludes with the obvious: truly culturally appropriate
services - services that are sensitive to and meaningful to the lives of native

people

- can only be achieved via native

people gaining a high degree of

control over institutional systems and economic resources. The writer looks

forward to the day when the talents and potential of these young people are

vieved

as valuable assets, not liabiliries.
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APPENDIX
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- Ficture of Group Content
- Source = the writer.

APPENDIX #2 - Outline of Group Content
- Source = Ann Charter, Faculty Advisor, co-facilitators, and
Aboriginal agencies in Portage la Prairie, Manitoba.
APPENDIX #3 - Snoopy Feelings Charts
- Source = unknown.
APPENDIX

*4 - Survey of Group Development
- Source = Dimock, H. G. (1985). Leadershio and Group
Development. Part I and II. Puslinch: Centre
for Human Resource Development.

APPENDIX #5 - Evaluation Questions
- Source = the writer.
APPENDIX

*6 - Graduation Certificate
- Source = the group co-facilitators.
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GROUP CONTENT

Yeek

One

Session One - May 2, t990

- introduction of co-facilitators and opening ceremony - sweetgrass
ceremony with Gladys Cook followed by drums and singing by Curtis
Assiniboine,

- introduction of overall group content and process; youth will be invited to
provide feedback and suggestions as to alterations/deletions/additions to the

content. Youth will decide on a name for their group and on Sroup rules.
Session Two - May 7, 1990

- an icebreaker exercise: Pfeiffer and Jones - "Who Am I?"; a gettingacquain[ed activity with the use of artwork in dyads.

- artistic illustration of group process: 254, Pfeiffer and Jones -

"Stones,

Bands, and Circle".

Veek Two
Session One - May 9, 1990

- session on trust, feelings, and values
- "Sculpturing exercise" with clay re feelings.

- exercise re expression of feelings, particularly

an emphasis on coping

anger,

Session Tvo - May 14, 1990

- guest speaker, Frank Cite, Native Clan Orga¡ization of Winnipeg.
-

will

speak

further on values and native culture.

with

Veek Three
Session One -May 16, 1990

- repetition of discussion, exploration re erpr.ession of feelings and copíng
mechanisms.

- co-facilitator (Gladys Cook) will share her experiences, appreciation of her
native culture. The youth will then identify their knovledge, experiences of

their own native culture by way of talking and draving.
Session Two - May 21, 1990
- guest speakers on native culture (contemporary) - Stan Nelson (elder) and
Frank Cite,

Veef Four
Session One - May 23,1990

- session on self-awareness and basic communication skills.
- Pfeiffer and Jones e¡ercises: Nonverbal Communication, 22, or Active
Listeníng,252.

- repeat of Stones, Bands, and Circles game.
Session Two - May .-8, 1990
- guest speaker, Frank Cite,

vill

co-facilitate re "self-awareness"; probably

wants to do the "Johari Window" exercise.

Veek Five
Session One - May 30, 1990

- session on self-avarefless continued combined vith discussion of societal
values and cultural identity.

-co-facilitators c/ill share their experiences (modelling) and further content

will be developed.
Session Two - June 1, 1990

- speaker, Justice Murray Sinclaír, to talk probably, but not definitely, on his
personal experiences of confused cultural identity and coping.

Veek Si¡
Session One - June 6, 1990

- guest, native artist, Curtis Assisiniboine, to come and vork vith the group
in keeping with the theme of cultural and personal identity.
Session Tr¡o - June I 1, 1990

- Buest, Erick Robinson, Cree elder - topic unknovn to date.

Veek Seven
Session One - June 13, 1990

- session on helping netvorks and resources.
- communication skills/roleplay of helping one another. First, each member
is asked to illustrate a situation vhere help is needed. Then, the other
member helps and vice versa.

- film, "Stand By Me".

- ctâri the process of preparation for termination.
Session Two - June 18, 1990

- session on education re helpers in the youths' prospective communities.

Veet Eieht
Session One - June 20, 1990

- prepare for termination.
- do closure exercises, Pfeiffer and

Jones.

- reflect on what has been learned throughout the group process.

Session Two

-

- graduation ceremony and feast.

- possible guest speaker, Ben Thiesen or other Corrections spokespersonTerry, have you ariy ideas?
Each structured exercise/game that has been cited above

vill

be modified to

suit the needs, interests, and learning style/capacity of the youth. In
addítion, each session will close

vith a reflection/summation/circle

checlc of

the learning of that day. These sessions are a combination of activities which
are intentionally structured to adapt to the characteristics of the youth.
There

vill

be a de-emphasis on reading and writing and an emphasis on

visual learning. This content

vill

be flexible enough to accommodate

revisions and input from staff and youth prior to the implementation of this
program and during its implementation. Finally, each session

will

monitored and evaluated by the co-facilitators and by the youth.
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Group

Date

Completed By

SURVEY OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT
For each area, ptace an X in
- the box which most nearly describes the group.

L

UNITY (Degree of unity, cohesion or "we-ness")

tr

Group is just

¡

Some group feeling. Unity stems

a collection of D Group is very close and there ir
individuals or sub-groups; litrle
lirtle room or felr need for other
group feeling.
contacts and experience.
more from external factors
from real friendship.

ü
than

Strong common purpose and spiri
based on rcal friendships. Grou¡
usually sticks togerher.

2. SELF-DIRECTION (The group's own morive power)

tr Little drive from
D

D
worker.

anywhere,

either from members or

Domination from

a

strong singl

member, a clique, or the worker.

Group has some self-propulsion E Initiation, planning, executing, an
but needs considerable push evaluating comes from total group
from worker.

3. GROUP CLIMATE (The extent to which members feel free to

be

themselves)

D Climate

inhibits good fun,

[3

behavior and expression of
desire, fears and opinions.

tr

Members express themselves but tr Members feel free to expre
without observing interests of
themselves but limit expression r

total group.
4.

Members freely express needs an
desires; joke, tease and argue r
detriment of the group.

total group welfare.

DISTRIBUTION OF LEADERSHIP @xtent to which leadership roler
are distributed among members)

n A few

members always take D Many members take leadership b
one or two are continually followel

lcader roles. Rest are passive.

D Some of the members take leader E Leadership is sha¡ed by all membc
roles but many remain passive
of thc group.
followers.
30

5.

DlsrRlBUTtoN oF RESPONStBtLITY (Extenr ro which responsibitity
is shared among, members).

tr

Everyone tries to ger our of

jobs.

D Many members sccept responsibilities but do not carry them our.

D

Responsibiliry carried

members.

by a few

D

Responsibiliries

are

distribured

among and carried out by nearly all
members.

ó. PROBLEM soLvING (Group's ability to rhink straighr, make
everyone's ideas and decide creatively about its problems.)

D

Not much thinking as a group.

tr

Decisions made hastily, or group
lets leader or worker do most of

use

of

Some thinking as a group bur nor
yet an orderly process.

the thinking.

D

some cooperarive thinking bur tr Good pooting of ideas ana ora.rty
group gets tangled up in pet thought. Everyone's ideas are used
ideas of a few. Confused move- to re¿ch finat plan.
ment tor,vard solutions.

7. METHOD oF RESOLVING DISAGREEMENTS tryrrH GRoup (How
does group work out disagreements?)

D

Group follows lead of teader or E] compromises are effected by each
waits for the worker to resolve sub-group giving up something.
disagreements.

n

strongest sub-group dominates E Group as a whole arrives at a
through a vote and majority rule.
solution that satisfies all members
and that is better than any single
suggestion.

8. MEETS BASIC NEEDS @xtent to which group

gives a sense

achievement, approval, recognition and belonging.)

D

Group experience adds little to E Group experience contributes
the meeting of most member's substantially to basic needs of most

needs.
t

of securiry,

Group experience contributes
some degree to basic needs

members.

to D

of

most members.

3l

Group contributes substantia[y to
basic needs of all members.

9. VARTETY OF ACTIVTTTES
D Little variety in acriviries - stick
lo same things.

E

considcrable variery
Try out new activities.

D

D

Grear variety

Some variety in activities.

in

activiries.

in activities. Continually trying out ncw ones.

10. DEPTH oF AcrtvITlES @xtenr to which acrivities are gone into in such
s way that members can use full potentialities, skiils and creariviry.)

ú Little

depth

scratching the

in activities - jusr D
surface.

considerable deprh in activities.
Members able to utitize some of
their abilities,

tr

some deprh bur members are
not increasing their

I

l.

skills.

E

Great depth in activities. Members
find each a challenge to develop
their abilities.

\ryORKER-MEMBER RAPPORT (Relations between the group and the
worker: 9o who are.)

tr

Antagonistic or resentful.

n

Indifferent towards worker. D
Friendship neither sought nor
sharing. Strong rapport.

D

Friendly and inrerested. Artentive
to worker's suggestions.
Intimate retations: openness and

rejected. Non-communicative.
12. ROLE oF THE
the worker.)

woRxER @xtenr to which the group is centred

abour

! Activities, discussion, and o worker acts as stimulator
decisions revolve about interests, suggests ideas or other ways of
desires and needs of worker.
doing things. Helps group find ways
¡ Group looks to worker for tr
suggestions and ide¿s. worker
decides, when member gets in a
jam.

of making own decisions.
worker stays out of discussion and
makes few suggestions of things to
do. Lets members carry the bail
themselves.

I3. STABILITY

D

High absenteeism and turnover;
influences group a greåt deal.

D

High absenteeism and turnover; E Low absenteeism rate and turnover.
little influence on group g¡owth. Group very stable.

E

32

Some absenteeism and turnover
with minor influence on group.

EVALUATION FORMAT
The evaluation process folloved a qualitative interview guide approach.
Initially, a structured interviev format was planned but this approach was
too rigid for the youth. Six pretest intervievs were conducted. Areas
covered s/ere: community supports, family and peer relationships, learning
styles, cultural and self-as/areness. General communication was assessed as
a parL of the interview process but no direct questions s/ere asked to assess
communication bkills.

Questions

-

Pre

1. Where are you from?

2.

Can

3.

Can

4.

Can

you tell me about your community? llho are the helpers in your
community? If you wanted help vith something, vho would you go to?

you tell me about your friends? What do you like to do together?
What do you like best about your friends? Do you think that your
friends respect you? Do they understand you? At home, do you feel
like you belong to a group of friends? What sorts of things do you
fight/argue about?
you tell me about your family? Who are you closest to in your

íaurriy

5,

?

Do you

like school? What grades are you taking here? How do you
learn best? By reading, seeing it written dovn on the blackboard, by
vriting, by watching videos, by listening to the teacher talk, or by
doing games or activities?

6. I am good at---------.

tell me about the things that you are
Sood at? I like certain things about myself------. What do you like
about yourself/your personality? I'd like to change certain things
about myself or my life------. Hov about you?
Can you

7. What is your tribal background?
8,

you speak, r/rite, read a native language? Do you speak, u¡rite, read
in English? What language are you most comfortable vith?

Do

9. Culture is a lot of things. It

is your language, your lifestyle like hunting,

fishing, and trapping, your beliefs and values, dance, drum, singing,
pow wows, food, art, wood carving, etc. Can you tell me about your
family - the cultural activities that they take part inlthe beliefs that
they have? How about you?
10. Many native people/leaders have done things that other people are

proud

of. Are there things/people that you look up to or are proud

of?

I 1. Have you ever heard negative/bad things about native peopleT If so,
hov did you feel vhen you heard them? Has anyone ever treated you
badly because you were native? Has anyone ever treated you
differently because you were native? Have you ever felt ashamed
to be native? Have you ever felt angry because you s/ere native?

12. What would you like to learn about your culture/yourself

Ouestions

l.

?

- Post

Now that the group has ended, how do you feel about the experience?
Would you like to do rt again?

2. llhat did you like best about the group? What didn't you like

about it?
group
What activities in the
helped you to learn the most about your
culture, yourself?

3. Repeatquestions #2,6,9, 10, ll of thePreEvaluationQuestions.
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